
Creative Cronies 2023 Moon Calendars 
and Moon Diaries 
Order Form 
& Price List

Pre-Order Online at:
www.creativecronies.co.nz
Delivery early October

YES!  Please Send
           Quantity Price

1 to 5 Moon Calendar and Diary Companion Pack  @ NZ $57 each = 
1 to 5   Moon Calendars      @ NZ $28 each =       
1 to 5 Moon Diaries      @ NZ $36 each =
6 to 10  Moon Calendars     @ NZ $24 each =
10 plus Moon Calendars      @ NZ $20 each =  
        Packing and postage =             +  $7
        Total Amount to Pay = 
How would You like to pay?            
 Direct Credit Moon Calendar Account No: 03 0255 0039548-00 

 Pay Pal (Send payment to: creativecronies@farmside.co.nz)
 Visa or Mastercard    Card No  __ __ __ __   __ __  __ __   __ __ __ __   __ __ __ __     *CVC __ __ __   

 Cardholder Name  ______________________________________            Expiry Date ___ / ___ / ___ 
              

Please put your name in the reference line for online banking or Pay Pal and remember to send us 

Your order details:  What you are ordering __________________________________________________

Your name  _______________________________   Your phone no and/or email  _____________________

Your address __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________   Post Code  ______________ 

Mail this order form to: Creative Cronies Moon Calendar 
1563 Diggers Valley Rd, RD1, Kaitaia 0481

Or email/txt/ph Jade:   mooncalsales@gmail.com    021 0236 3220 

OUR 2023 THEME ~ BEFRIENDING PLUTO IN AQUARIUSOUR 2023 THEME ~ BEFRIENDING PLUTO IN AQUARIUS  
Between March and June of 2023, we get our first taste of Pluto in Aquarius.  Pluto hovers on the cusp of Capricorn and 
Aquarius for the next two years, then conclusively dives into Aquarius for the next 20 years.  The French, American and 

Industrial revolutions coincided with Pluto’s last transit through Aquarius.  With this current transit, uprisings of groups and 
communities against entrenched power structures are also likely to erupt volcanically.

 

However, Aquarius is a universal sign, and in 2023 we focus directly on the positive potential of Pluto’s loving heart.  The 
symbol of the water bearer pouring cosmic radiance down from the stars could unite rather than divide us on our pathway 
towards more equitable global distribution and sharing of resources.  In our 2023 theme of Befriending Pluto in Aquarius 

we suggest how each sign might respond to the radically changing times ahead by finding a silver lining and acting 
positively with Pluto’s drive for individual and community empowerment.


